Supplemental digital content 3: Spectrum of disease observed in all the investigated children

CXR Reviewed = 1017

CXR Positive = 131

Severe TB = 46

CXR Negative = 886

Non-Severe TB = 85

Culture+ = 17

Culture-= 869
Legend

MAO => Multilobar Airspace Opacification, SAO => Single lobe Airspace Opacification, LN => Lymphadenopathy, AC => Airway Compression, GF => Ghon Focus
QFT => QuantiFERON, HHC => Household TB Contact, Cough => Persistent Cough/≥2weeks, FTT => Failure to thrive /≥2months, LOW => Loss of weight in last 2 months
Exposure => Household TB Contact or QuantiFERON Positive
CXR+ => CXR Positive- CXR compatible with TB, Culture+ => Culture Positive.